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Non rien de rien song

No, Je Ne Regrette Rien (No Regrets) is a famous Edith Piaf song, which was featured in the film Beginnings as the song that launched the heroes to exit a dream. The song was released in 1960 and remains Edith Piaf's most famous song after La Vie en Rose. The French lyrics and the English translation are given below. The Non, Je Ne Regrette Rien lyrics are beautiful and describe the speaker letting
go of a lifetime of emotional baggage - the good, the bad and the ugly. He sings that I don't regret anything, and he celebrates the birth of a new love that staggers the past. Edith Piaf offered this song to the French Foreign Legion; it has become part of the heritage of the French Foreign Legion and is often sung in their processions. The breakdown of the vocabulary and the explanation of the translation
and expressions follow the video and translation. Scroll down to the bottom to see the video of Edith Piaf performing No, Je Ne Regrette Rien live! If you would like to support this blog you can get this beautiful song by Edith Piaf on iTunes, click on the button below. Or keep scrolling to enjoy the translation below. No, Je Ne Regrette Rien Lyrics and Translation French English Non, rien de rienNo, absolutely
nothing Non, je ne regrette rienNo, sorry, nothing Ni le bien qu'on m'a faitA good thing that happened Ni le mal, tout ça m'est bien égalNor the bad, it doesn't matter to me Non, rien de rienNo, nothing Non, je ne regrette rienno , Sorry nothing C'est payé , balayé, oubliéIt paid, swept away, forgotten Je m'en fou de passéI do not care about the past! Avec mes souvenirsI set fire to J'ai allumé le feuTo my
memories Mes annoyances, mes plaisirsMy troubles, my pleasures Je n'ai plus besoin d'euxI don't need them any more Balayé les amoursI've swept past the likes of Avec leur trémolosThe shaky Balayé pour toujoursSwept away forever Je repars à zéroI'm starting over Non, rien de rienNo, absolutely nothing Non, je ne regrette rienNo , Sorry nothing Ni le bien qu'on m'a faitA good thing what happened to
Ni le mal, tout ça m'est bien égaleNor is bad, it doesn't matter to me Non, rien de rienNo, absolutely nothing Non, je don't regrette rienNo, sorry, nothing Car ma vie, car mes joiesCaus my life because of my joy Aujourd'hui ... ça starts avec toi! Today... It starts with you! Vocabulary Breakdown tout ça m'est bien égale: it all coincides with me This term literally translates as it equals me and means: I don't
care or it's all the same to me. payé (payer): paid, the verb payer, which means to pay balayé (balayer): swept (away), the verb balayer, which means to sweep oublié (oublier): forgotten, the verb oublier , which means to forget Je m'en fou: I don't care It's a tougher way to say: I don't care - the milder way would be je m'en fiche. So Edith says that she really doesn't care about the past! Avec mes souvenirs,
j'ai allumé le feu: I set fire to my memories. I fiiiiirre... to my memories. Do you enjoy this translation? If so, please consider supporting this blog by purchasing this beautiful Edith Piaf song on iTunes, click on the button below. Thank you! Balayé les amours: I've been swept away by the likes of Avec leur tremolos: The shaking of these two lines Edith says that she let go of past loves, all trembling - referring
to the way people often tremble at her lover's presence out of nervousness or excitement. Je repars à zero: I literally go back to zero, which means I'm starting over. Live performance by Edith Piaf here with Edith Piaf performing this beautiful song live. Do you have any questions? Leave them in the comments below! The frame fell off. The frame is returned to the original network device. The frame is
broadcast to all other devices on the same network. The frame is sent to the default gateway. Explanation: To preserve bandwidth and transmit unnecessary frames, Ethernet devices drop frames that are run (less than 64 bytes) or jumbo (larger than 1,500 bytes). 56 bytes 64 bytes 128 bytes 1024 bytes 1518 bytes Explanation: The minimum Ethernet frame is 64 bytes. The maximum Ethernet frame is
1,518 bytes. The network technician must be familiar with the minimum and maximum frame size to recognize running and jumbo frames. It defines the most common LAN type in the world. This is the required Layer 1 and 2 standard for internet communication. This defines the standard model used to describe networking. It combines more sites than routes located in different countries. Explanation:
Ethernet is the world's most common LAN protocol. Article 1(2) shall be replaced by the following The OSI model is used to describe how networks work. Wan connects multiple places in different countries. Implement logical link control in the software. Logical connection control is defined by IEEE 802.3. The LLC sublayer adds a header and a trailer to the data. The data connection layer communicates
with the upper layers of the protocol package using the LLC. The LLC sublayer is responsible for positioning and retrieving frames inside and outside the media. Explanation: Logical connection control is implemented in software and allows the data connection layer to communicate with the top layers of the protocol package. Logical connection control is defined by IEEE 802.2. The IEEE 802.3 is a suite of
standards that define different Ethernet types. The Media Access Control (MAC) sublayer is responsible for placing and retrieving frames on and off the media. The MAC sublayer is also responsible for adding a header and trailer to the network layer protocol data unit (PDU). They must be globally unique. They can only be controlled within the private network. These are added as part of a Layer 3 PDU.
They have a 32-bit binary value. Explanation: Manufacturers selling Ethernet devices must register IEEE to ensure that the vendor receives a unique 24-bit code that will be the first 24 bits of the MAC address. The last 24 bits of the MAC address are created per hardware device. This helps you provide globally unique addresses for each Ethernet device. MAC addresses are implemented by software. The
network adapter only needs a MAC address if it is connected to a WAN. The first three bytes are used by the vendor in the assigned organizational unit. ISO is responsible for controlling MAC addresses. Explanation: The MAC address consists of 6 bytes. The first 3 bytes are used to identify the vendor, and the last 3 bytes must be assigned a unique value within the same organizational unit. MAC
addresses are implemented in hardware. The network adapter needs a MAC address to communicate over the local network. IEEE controls MAC addresses. 0.0.0.0 255.255.255.255 FFFF. FFFF. FFFF 127.0.0.1 01-00-5E-00-AA-23 Explanation: ARP requests are designed to locate the MAC address of the destination over Ethernet LAN. The ARP process sends layer 2 broadcasts to all devices on the
Ethernet LAN. The frame contains the destination IP address and the FFFF broadcast MAC address. FFFF. FFFF. the inbound packets target layer 3. The discovered and recorded MAC address is then associated with the port used to receive the frame. CCNA1 5. The switch only transmits the frame to port 2. The switch forwards the frame to all ports except port 4. The switch forwards the frame to all
ports. The switch only transmits the frame to ports 1 and 3. Explanation: The MAC address of the PC3 is not included in the MAC table of the switch. Because the switch doesn't know where to send the frame to PC3, it forwards the frame to all switch ports except port 4, which is the incoming port. cut-through fragment-free storage and forward-forward Explanation: Using the storage and pre-switching
method, the switch receives the entire frame before forwarding it to its destination. The cyclic redundancy check (CRC) part of the trailer is used to determine whether the frame has been modified during transport. On the other hand, after retrieving the 2-address of the target layer, a switch advances the frame. Two types of severed switching methods are fast forward and fragment-free. a type of Cisco
switch Ethernet connector type port is a Cisco switch with a feature that detects Ethernet cable type Explanation: Auto-MDIX is a feature that is enabled with the latest Cisco switches and that allows the switch to detect and use any type of cable connected to a specific port. true false Explanation: The MAC address is only on the local Ethernet network. If the data is destined for any type of remote network,
the data is sent to the default gateway device, layer 3, which connects to the local network. Layer 3 address is a Layer 2 address 3 layer 3 address a Layer 4 title Layer 4 address is a Layer 2 address Layer 2 address is a Layer 4 address with a Layer 4 address Explanation: The switch ARP table keeps mapping Layer 2 MAC addresses to Layer 3 IP addresses. These mappings can be dynamically learned
by the switch through ARP or statically through the manual configuration. CCNA1 Chapter 5 v5.1 004 PC2 sends an ARP response to your MAC address. Rt1 sends an ARP response to the Fa0/0 MAC address. RT1 sends an ARP response to the PC2 MAC address. SW1 sends an ARP response with the PC2 MAC address. SW1 sends an ARP response using the MAC address of The Fa0/1.
Explanation: If a network device wants to communicate with another device on the same network, it sends a broadcast ARP request. In this case, the request will contain the IP address of the PC2. The target device (PC2) sends an ARP response with its MAC address. In Chapter 5, the following shall be replaced by the following: The switch sends the packet only to Station D, which in turn responds.
Station A sends ff:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF. All other stations connected to the switch receive the broadcast, and Station D responds with its MAC address. Explanation: If the target MAC address is not in the ARP table of the original host, the host (in this example, Host A) sends a Layer 2 broadcast with a destination MAC address of FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF:FF. Ff. Ff. All devices on the same network receive
this broadcast. Station D is responding to this transmission. Article 5 of CCNA1 is replaced by the following: The ARP broadcast is sent to all devices on the local network. Routers B, C, and R1 are receiving the transmission. The R1 router does not forward the message. They must be forwarded by all routers on the local network. They are received and processed by all devices on the local network. All
switches on the local area network drop them. They are only taken over and processed by the target device. Explanation: One of the negative problems with ARP requests is that they are sent as broadcasts. This means that all devices on the local area connection must receive and process the request. Manually configuring static ARP associations can facilitate ARP poisoning or MAC address spoofing.
Multiple ARP broadcasts on large networks with low bandwidth can cause data communication delays. Network attackers could treat mac address and IP address assignments for ARP messages in a way that network traffic. A large number of ARP request broadcasts can cause an overflow of the host's MAC address table and prevent the host from communicating on the network. As a result of multiple
ARP responses, the switch MAC address table contains entries that match the MAC addresses of stations connected to the corresponding switch port. Explanation: A large number of ARP broadcast messages can cause instantaneous data communication delays. Network attackers could handle MAC address and IP address assignments in ARP messages with intent to intercept network traffic. Because of
ARP requests and responses, entries are placed in the ARP table, not the MAC address table. Overflow of the ARP table is highly unlikely. Manually configuring static ARP associations is a way to prevent, not facilitate, ARP poisoning and MAC address spoofing. Standard switch frame forwarding operations require multiple ARP responses that contain a mac address table that is appropriate for the MAC
addresses of the connected nodes and contains entries associated with the corresponding switch port. This is not an ARP-induced network problem. Question CCNA1 Chapter 5 v5.1 001 Question answer CCNA1 Chapter 5 v5.1 001 Answer Explanation: The store-and-forward switch always stores the entire frame before forwarding and checks the CRC and frame length. The switch can forward frames
before receiving the destination address field, so it shows less delay than a forward switch. Because the frame starts to be transmitted before full reception, the switch can transmit a damaged or running frame. For each method of transmission 2. Frames.
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